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The present ‘invention relates to a method andpmeans 
for sterilizing, striplike material subsequently used for 
producing sterile containers, the material consisting at 
least partly of organic substances: 

Methods are known for sterile production ofliquid 
or solid substances such as foodstuif, beverages, pharma 
ceutical products or adjuvant substances, or-for sterilizing 
the substances after they have been produced. It is also 
known to ?ll ‘milk and other liquids in a sterilemanner 
into cans, and to hermetically close .the cans. It has also 

to the bottles. The relative high cost of cans and-the ex 
cessive weight of bottles as well aslthe costs; connected‘ 
with returning and cleaning the bottles prohibit the use 
of this type of containers at least for consumer goods, as 
milk. Moreover, glasses usedfonmaking vbottles for 
these purposes do not sustainrepeated heating .up to the 
sterilization temperature of about 250° C. and‘higher. 
temperatures. 

Packings and containersare known which are made‘ 
of a material which consistsat least in part oforganic 
substances, for example, synthetic materials as polyethyh. 
ene orpaper which carries at least on one side layer of a 
synthetic material. For sterile packing of sterile goods 
in containers made of. such materialsit is necessary to 
sterilize .at least the surface of the-material prior to for 
mation of the containers which surface will. be on the. 
inside of the containers after they are formed‘ As, a-rule , 
only vheat treatment assures a complete germicidal effect. 
The necessary sterilization temperature is. at least 200° C. 
The packing materials which are at least in part made ofv 
organic substances. usually are sensitive to heat. In mate 
rials which consist either entirely or partly ,of synthetic 
substances these substances soften at temperaturebelow 
the required sterilization temperature. Certain’ papers 
begin .to carbcnize already at temperatures above 200° C‘. 
and become brittle or discolored at still lower tempera 
tures. The surface of papers which is covered with syn 
thetic. material and heated must not makecontaet ,with 
guiding or transport devices so that a complicated guid-_ 
ing and transport system mustbe provided. A tempera~ 
ture must be maintained which is just suf?cient to effect 
sterilization and as low as'possible‘ to avoidv undesirable 
change of the packing material; This requires alongeri 
period of heating so that whenlheating the material while 
it travels towardthe container forming mechanism, a 
relatively long piece of material must beheated. ‘ 

It is an object of the presentinvention to provide?a 
method and means for'sterilizing striplike. material sub-. 
sequently used for producing sterile‘ containers whereby, 
the aforedescri-bed disadvantages anddi?iculties arevsuh-. 
stantially avoided.‘ According to the invention the_sur~ , 
face of the sheet-likematerial whichlforms _the,insidevv 
of theccntainer subsequently produced from the, material 
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is heated prior to formation of the container to sterilizing 
temperature while, simultaneously, the oppositeirsurface' 
of the material which forms the outside. of thesubsequent 
1y formed container is cooled ,by contact-withaaheat? 
removingagent. This agent acts Lon-the.materialinthea 
samezone which is‘ heatedt; 

The aforedescribed method affords, prior to making the; 
container,- heating of the; surface of ‘the materialiwhich 
forms the inside of the susequently formedcontainerv 
to considerably higher temperatures, considerablyiredun 
ing the required heating time without:damaging.;_or pro-. 
ducing undesired; changes intheltrea‘ted material. Itfhas 
been found that it‘ is su?icient for obtaining isterile “con 
tainers to hea‘tritov sterilization: temperaturetonlyithe, sur 
face .of;the_material: Whichwill-be on- the inside ofthe 
subsequently formed containers, while simultaneouslyv 
cooling-the ‘surface of the material =WhlQl15-f01‘1113 r-theyout 
side of thesubsequently formedrcontainers. In this way 
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the heat can, be 'distributed‘through thethicknessof, the . 
material, in such a manner that=the majorxpar’t ofrthe 
section of the material has atemperature which‘ islcon 
siderahly below the; sterilization temperature which: is . 
producedfon the heated- surface .of the materials Inzs 
papersrone-lvside of ‘which is covered by alayer ofasyne ‘ 
thetic material this layer-maybeheatedto,250° C. Withe. 
out, doing any damage ltoythe paper on which the. layer :is . 
mounted.v Thesurface oflmaterialsawhichrare‘entirely; 
made of synthetic material which ‘surface is ‘on the inside‘; 
of the subsequently produced container may be heatedto 
a temperature‘rof- 250° C. or highergtemperature :whilst 1. 
the, opposite surfaceeofythe materialwhichuis on. the. 
outside of. the.‘ subsequently produced container. lSl:SI1?'l.-. 
ciently cooled to prevent softeni'ngof the syntheticv mate-1, 
rial; the cooled surface can be guided on stationary guide: 
surfaces without. any danger of sticking of the'material‘ on ' 
the guide surface due to the heating operation. 

Thesur-faceof the material to be sterilized is preferably; 
heated by heat radiation/or by_means, of a gaseous. or 
vaporous heat carrier. The opposite surface of the mate 
rial is, cooled-preferablyby blowing a gaseous or rvaporous‘ 
coolant _or by spraying alcoolant onto the surface.‘ Wheni 
movingmaterial of. relatively small‘ breadth towards ,the 
mechanism which forms containers rfrornthe‘ material the‘ ~' 

‘ surface ‘to, be cooled mayrun over a cooled‘surfa‘cewith“ 
which the material is in contact; 7 

It is also anobj'ect- .of the present inventionrtosprovide 
a device for carrying :out the aforesaid method“ This'de 
vice includes means for transportingfthe material-ltowards'~ 
a machine whlchforms containerstfrornIthe:material and '1 
heatingmeans for-,heating the surface- ofvthet material- ' 
which forms: thelinsidev of the subsequently .forme'd‘ con 
tainers while the materialist moved towards the container" 
forming ;,machine,- cooling means ‘being. provided 1which'” 
simultaneously cool the side of the material’ which is oppo~> 
site to .theheated. side’ of -. the material. 

Electric radiators are. preferably used as heating means“ 
orrmeans may be; provided for-blowing'a gaseous or-va'-~ 
porous heating medium onto, the surface of the material." 
which must be sterilized; If the material is-=-continuous'ly~ 
fed into, the, container producing machine,-l‘itsishrecomé 
mended. that the surface of the'materiahwhichfm'ust be i 
cooled rests on a cooled; preferably metallic, guide-sur-H 
face which extends over the whole‘ breadth ~of~the mate; 
rial. ; The guide surface may be stationaryor formedI by I? 
the surface- ofia rotatable drumthroughlwhichca coolant; 
is conducted, theldrum vbeingarotated'lby theim‘oving‘ met-P 
terial. Alternative'ly,- the/material ‘may ‘move - over'fa "1 
cooledguide‘surface which-is curvedabout an axis which 
is ‘parallel to thedirectionv of movementl‘of theimateriallf 
whereby, a convexomaterial surfacelis- formed whicheis'.’ 1 
heated‘ and a concave materialsurface isP-formedwh-ichi 
is ,cooled'. 
The novel features r whichtare considered‘ characteristic-F 

of.the,;.invention aresetiforthwith particularity in- the ap-" 
pended 'claims.1 The invention itselffhowevenwfandiaddi-l 
tional objects '-.and,advantages.thereofrwill best be-‘under-‘- 
stoo?hfrom _thesfollowingpdescriptionsof" embodiments l5 
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thereof when read in connection with the accompanying 
drawing in which: 

FIG. 1 is a perspective diagrammatic illustration of a 
heating and cooling arrangement according to the inven 
tion. 

FIG. 2 is a side View of a modi?ed heating and cool 
ing arrangement. 

FIG. 3 is a sectional view taken along line III-III of 
the arrangement shown in FIG. 2. 

FIG. 4 is a sectional view of a further modi?cation of 
a heating and cooling device according to the invention. 

FIG. 5 is a part sectional view of the device shown in 
FIG. 4, the view being taken at a right angle to the view 
of FIG. 4. 

Referring more particularly to FIG. 1 of the drawing, 
numeral 1 designates a curved metallic guide surface 1 
for guiding a strip of material 2 which is indicated by 
dash‘dot lines. The material consists, for example, of 
paper having a layer of synthetic material on one side. 
The material 2 rests with the paper surface on the guide 
surface 1 which is slightly broader than the breadth of 
the material. Before the material 2 reaches the guide 
surface 1 it passes underneath a roller 3. The guide sur 
face 1 is the upper surface of a continuous strip of sheet 
metal 4 which surrounds a space 5 whose lateral sides 
are closed by plates 6 and 7. 
At the end of the surface 1 from which the material 

2 runs off a plurality of coolant distributing pipes ter 
minate in the space 5. The pipes 8 are connected by 
means of a header with a pipe 9 which is connected to a 
source, not shown, of coolant, for example, water. At 
the end of surface 1 where the material 2 runs on, a plu 
rality of pipes 10 are connected with the space 5 which 
pipes are connected by means of a header with a pipe 11 
through which the coolant is continuously withdrawn after 
it has passed through the space 5. 

Spaced from the surface 1 are a plurality of blow pipes 
12 which are connected by means of a header with a pipe 
13 through which a gaseous or vaporous heat carrier, for 
example, steam is supplied. The pipes 12 are provided 
with bores 14 through which the heat carrier is directed 
onto the top side of the material 2 which is covered by a 
layer of synthetic material. 
The aforedescribed device operates as follows: 
A coolant is passed through the chamber 5 which in 

tensively cools the surface 1. T hereupon the material 2 
is moved over the guide surface 1 by transport means, not 
shown, in the direction of the arrow 14. The heat car 
rier is now admitted through pipe 13 into the pipe 12 and 
blown onto the top surface of the material 2. The tem 
perature of the heat carrier may be, for example, 400° 
C. The temperature of the coolant is approximately room 
temperature. The heat carrier heats the surface of the 
material 2 which will subsequently form the inside of the 
containers which are produced from the material 2, to 
approximately the temperature of the heat carrier where 
as the surface of the material 2 which will form the out 
side of the containers is cooled to a temperature of less 
than 80° C. by contact with the cooled surface 1. In 
this manner any undesired change of the material 2 is 
avoided. Care must be taken that the material running 
off the device shown in FIG. 1 is not contacted by an at 
mosphere which contains germs. This can be done, for 
example, by conducting the material through a channel 
which is ?lled with pressurized sterile air. 

In the embodiment of the invention shown in FIGS. 2 
and 3 the material 20 runs on the surface of a rotatable 
cylindrical body or drum 21. The latter consists of two 
halves 22 and 23 which are interconnected by means of 
bolts 24. The drum is supported by a shaft 25 which 
rests in ball bearings 26 and 27. The shaft 25 is pro 
vided with two axial bores 28 and 29 which extend almost 
to the center of the drum. Radial bores 30 and 31 con 
nect the axial bores 29 and 28, respectively, with annular 
chambers 32 and 33, respectively, which are separated by 
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means of an annular member 34 closely surrounding the 
center of the shaft 25. The annular chamber 32 is con 
nected by means of radial bores 35, 36, 37 and 38 with 
an annular cavity 39 provided adjacent to the cylindrical 
surface of the drum. The channels 35 to 38 are individ 
ually located within ribs 40 of the drum half 23. Ribs 
40a of the drum half 22 contain bores 42, 43, 44 and 45 
which connect the annular cavity 39 with the annular 
chamber 33. The ribs 40 of the drum half 23 are offset 
45° of the ribs 40a of the drum half 22. The bearings 
26 and 27 are separated from the anular chambers 32 and 
33, respectively, by packings 46. The annular cavity 39 
is sealed from the outside by means of a packing 47. 
A hollow radiator body 48 extends oppositely to a por 

tion of the cylindrical surface of the drum 21, electric 
heating coils 48a being arranged inside the body 48. A 
coolant, for example, water is supplied through the axial 
bore 29 in the shaft 25 and ?ows through the channels or 
bores 35 to 38 into the cavity 39 and therefrom through 
channels or bores 43 to 45 into the bore 28 of the shaft 
25. In this way the portion of the drum 21 which forms 
the guide surface for the material 20, and the material 
which is almost as wide as the drum is long, are inten 
sively cooled. This arrangement prevents an undesirable 
change of the material 20 by the effect of the heat applied 
to the outside of the material from the radiator 48. The 
material 20 is moved by means, not shown, in the direc 
tion of the arrow 41 towards the machinery which forms 
containers from the material. The drum 21 is rotated 
by the moving material. 

In the embodiment illustrated in FIGS. 4 and 5 a 
length of material 50 is conducted over the semicircular 
surface of two elements 51 and 52 so that the surface of 
the material 50 which subsequently forms the inside of the 
containers is convex and the surface which subsequently 
forms the outside of the containers is concave. The 
material 50 is moved by means, now shown, in the direc 
tion of the arrow 53. A semicircular electrically heated 
radiator 54 is placed opposite the material 50 between 
the elements 51 and 52 for heating the convex surface 
of the material to sterilization temperature. A hollow 
body 55 of semicircular cross sectional con?guration is 
placed between the elements 51 and 52. The axis of the 
curvature of the curved surface of the body 55 is par 
allel to or coincides with the axis of the semicircular sur 
faces of the elements 51 and 52. A coolant, for example, 
Water or air is supplied through a pipe 56 to the inside of 
the hollow body 55. The curved Wall of the body 55 
is provided with bores 57 through which the coolant is 
directed onto the concave surface of the material 50. 
The coolant is diverted downwards by the material so 
that it cannot come in contact with the convex side of 
the material which must be sterilized. 

In many cases it is desired that also the cooled surface 
of the material is temporarily sterilized until the con 
tainer made from the material is ?lled and hermetically 
sealed. This can be effected by admixing a sterilizing 
agent, for example, permanganate or ozone to the coolant, 
or by bringing such a sterilizing agent in contact with the 
surface of the material which will form the outside of 
the subsequently produced containers during or after heat 
ing of the material. 
The invention is not limited to the described examples. 

It is also suitable for treating material which consists 
only partly of organic substances, for example, a ?exible 
strip of paper to which a layer of synthetic material is 
applied and which has an inlay in the form of an alumi 
num foil. Instead of electrically heating the radiator this 
may be done by means of a gaseous or vaporous heat 
carrier. 

I claim: 
1. In a system for producing sterile containers from 

continuous striplike material consisting at least in part 
of organic substances, transport means for conveying the 
material towards container forming means, said transport 
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means including sterilizing means, the latter including 
cooling means placed on the side of the material which 
side is on the outside of the subsequently formed contain 
ers, and heating means placed opposite said cooling means 
on the side of the material which side is on the inside 
of the subsequently formed containers, for heating the 
surface of the material which surface is on the inside of 
the subsequently formed containers to a temperature of 
at least 200° C. while the other side of the material and 
thereby the body of the material is cooled. 

2. In a system as de?ned in claim 1 and wherein said 
cooling means includes an element having a stationary con 
vexly curved cooled surface slidably supporting and being 
in contact with the striplike material throughout the en 
tire width of the material. 

3. In a system as de?ned in claim 1, guide means for 
bending the striplike material around an axis parallel to 
the longitudinal axis of the material, said cooling means 
being placed on the concave side of the bent striplike 
material. 
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4. The improvement in the art of producing sterile con 

tainers from continuous striplike material, which com 
prises continuously moving the material towards contain 
er forming means, sterilizing by heating to at least 200° 
C. the surface on the side of the material, which forms 
the inside of the subsequently formed container, while 
the material moves towards the container forming means, 
and simultaneously cooling the opposite surface of the 
material which surface is at the outside of the subse 
quently formed containers. 
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